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Stephen Starr King
CAPT, USN, Military Faculty, Instructor and OR Program Officer
Department of Operations Research






MS - Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, 1985
Systems Technology (Antisubmarine Warfare)




OR Program Officer: Operations Analysis 360, Joint Operational Logistics 361, Human Systems Intergration 362,
and Masters in Systems Analysis (Distributed Learning) 363
SEA Program Officer: Systems Engineering and Analysis 308
N81 Chair of Applied Systems Analysis
NWDC Chair of Warfare Innovation
OTHER EXPERIENCE:
29 years Active Duty service. Command of a Guided Missile Frigate. Extensive operational experience in Anti-
submarine Wafare and on the staff of Commanders of Carrier Strike Groups. Six years on CNO's staff conducting
warfare capability analysis. Five years in Security Cooperation in SOUTHCOM and CENTCOM Areas of
Responsibility.
TEACHING INTERESTS:







Special Operations Forces (SOF) Contributions to Joint Strike Effectiveness
Joint Forcible Entry Operations from the Sea Base
Fires in Support of Maneuver
Integrated Systems for Global Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA)
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Naval Capabilities for Global Strike
AWARDS:
Captain King’s personal awards include two Legions of Merit
Defense Meritorious Service Medal
Three Meritorious Service Medals
Three Naval and Marine Corps Commendation Medals
A Navy and Marine Corps Achievement Medal
Campaign and unit awards associated with fleet operations in the Arabian Gulf, North Arabian Sea, Western
Pacific Ocean, and Mediterranean
BOARDS/MEMBERSHIPS:
Member, American Society of Naval Engineers (ASNE)
Member, Military Operations Research Society (MORS)
Member, U.S. Naval Institute
PUBLICATIONS:
"Feasibility Demonstration of an ARIADNE Fiber Optice Thether (U)" Classified Thesis NPS 1985.
Complete Publications
KEYWORDS/TECHNOLOGIES:
Keywords: POM, PPBS, PPBE, ASW, USW, NSFS, STOM, Sea Base, Sea Strike, LCS, MCM, MIW
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